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PENTSTE 'MON MURRAYA'NUS.
Murray ’s scarlet

pentstemon.

Class -

Order.

DIDYNAMlA.

ANOIOSPERMl A.

Natural Order.
scrophulaiuacea

Native of
Texas.

Height.
3 feet.

Flowers in

Autumn.

:.

Duration. Introduced
Perennial. in 1835.

No. 75?.

The meaning-of the word Pentstemon has already
been explained. The specific name, Murrayanus,
has been adopted " in honour of the skilful curator
of the Glasgow Botanic Garden, who has been the
means of rearing so many of Mr. Drummond’s
plants, and to whose industry, kindness, and friend¬
ship that naturalist was greatly indebted for much
of the success that attended his exertions.”

Pentstemon Murrayanus was discovered by Mr.
Drummond at San Felipe, in Texas, and its seeds
he transmitted to his patrons in England in the
spring of 1835. It is one of the most splendid
plants of its genus, but we regret that it is some¬
what difficult of culture. It flowers in the open
borders far more vigorously than in pots, therefore
it should be turned out into a light rich soil, in
May. Cuttings should be struck whenever they
can be obtained, and be potted in peat, loam, and
sand, for protection in a dry airy cold frame.
Seedling plants will be found the most luxuriant;
and the produce of seeds might be considerably
assisted by attention to the artificial fertilization of
the flowers.
190.
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LYSIMA' CHIA STRIC 'TA.
STRAIGHT - BRANCHED LOOSE - STRIFE.

Class.

Order.

PENTANDRIA .

MONOGYNTA,

Natural Order.
PRIM ULACEAT
..

Native of Height.
N.America 1| foot.

Flowers in Duration.
July , Aug. Perennial.

Introduced
in 1781.

No. 758.

The derivation of the name, Lysimachia, has
The spe¬
cific name, Stricta, is expressive of the natural
habit of the plant, being, as it is, straight and some¬
what rigid. Another name—bulbifera, was sub¬
sequently, and therefore unnecessarily adopted, in
allusion to the little bulbs which are produced in
the axils of the leaves of this Lysimachia.
The distinction between these bulbs and com¬
mon buds will be seen to be much less than may
appear at first sight ; under common circumstances
the one emits its roots into the parent stem, whilst
the other does so into moist earth.
Lysimachia stricta is usually met with, in its
native country, in moist and somewhat boggy
situations ; hence it is found, when brought into
cultivation, to grow the most luxuriantly in damp
places; it may, however, be grown in almost any
exposure, in a light sandy soil, but we have not
found it increase freely unless in a rather cool part
of the garden. It may be propagated by division
of the roots ; or by planting the little stem bulbs
as soon as they are ripe in October.
been noticed at length under No. 564.

Hoi t . Kew. 2,v . 1, 314.

ANDROM'EDA HYPNOI 'DES.
MOSS - LIKE

ANDROMEDA.

Class.

Order.

DECANDRIA.

MONOGYNIA.

Natural Order.
ERICACE* .

Native of
Lapland.

Height.
4 inches.

Flowers in
June , July.

Habit
Shrub.

Introduced
in 1798.

No. 759.

The word Andromeda has been noticed under
No. 24. Hypnoides has been adopted as a specific
name from the general resemblance of this diminu¬
tive shrub to a species of hypnum, or moss. This,
like the plant figured under No. 658, belongs to
Professor Don’s genus Cassiope.
Many of the vegetable inhabitants of extremely
northern or alpine localities become pecularly in¬
teresting, not alone from their rarity, but from
their beauty, and also their humble growth— an
adaptation, as it were, to their peculiar habitats.
Few men, if any, have explored the inhospitable
regions of the north with the avidity and inex¬
tinguishable love of botany that inspired the im¬
mortal Linneus. He braved the inclement elements
of the Alps of Lapland, and discovered, almost
at the extreme limit of vegetation, the very plant
under consideration, accompanied by a few lichens
and other dwarf and mostly inconspicuous subjects.
It is exceedingly interesting to trace such a tra¬
veller, and on reference to his journal we find that
the very day after he discovered the Andromeda
hypnoides (July 11, 1732) he writes, “ We rose

early in the morning, and after walking a quarter
of a mile, arrived at the lofty icy mountain. This
is, indeed, of a very great elevation, and covered
with perpetual snow, the surface of which was, for

the most part, frozen quite hard . The delight¬
ful tracts of vegetation, which had hitherto been
so agreeably interspersed among the alpine snows,'
were now no longer to be seen. No charmingflowers were here scattered under our feet. The
whole country was one snowy wraste. We were
often so violently driven along by the force of the
wind that we were taken off our feet, and rolled
a considerable way down the hill. This once hap¬
pened to ’me in so dangerous a place, that, after
rolling to the distance of a gun-shot, I arrived near
the brink of a precipice, and thus my part in the
drama had very nearly come to an end”.
Plants like the present—indigenous to alpine
districts only, live continually either under snow,
or in a humid atmosphere, and are never exposed
to a high temperature. In the culture of them an
imitation of these conditions is necessary. This is
best effected by keeping the plants under glass, in
the shade, during the hot dry days of summer; and
giving them frequent sprinklings of water, whereby
a moist atmosphere is kept around them ; but dur¬
ing the night they should be fully exposed. In
winter, frame protection from frost is requisite.
This species of Andromeda should be potted in
the best peat mixed with one-third part of sand ;
and it may be conveniently increased by layers;
or cuttings of the young wood may be struck under
a bell-glass.
Don’s Syst. Bot. 3, 839.

ALSTRCEME'RIA LIGTU.
STRIPED - FLOWERED

ALSTRCEMERIA.

Class .

Order.

HEXA’NDRXA.

MONOGYNIA.

Natural Order.
AMARYLLIDACE.55.

Native of
Peru.

Height.
2 feet.

Flowers in Duration.
Feb. March. Perennial.

Introduced
in 1776.

No . 760.

Alstrcemeria, a name adopted after A1 streamer,
a Swede. The appellation Ligtu is its Chilian
name, the meaning of which is not recorded.
We have already figured two species of Alstroemeria, and hope to lay others before our readers,
being convinced that they are not sufficiently
known, or they would be universal favourites. Dr.
Lindley truly says of them, “ It is not intelligible
why these very beautiful flowers should not he
more generally cultivated, for surely there is no
genus more likely to reward the care of a skilful
gardener.” They are mostly natives of South
America, where some splendid species are known,
which still remain for introduction to this country.
As well as the beauty of the Alstroemeria, the
little care which they require in cultivation is no
small recommendation to them. Most of them
might be grown with complete success in the
open borders, planted at the foot of a south wall,
in a light vegetable sandy compost; where they
will only require protection against frost by a
slight covering of furze, spruce-fir, matting, or
other convenient material.
Loudon’s Ency. PI. 254.
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